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With the 2016 Winter X Games kicking off in Aspen, Colorado this week, Ubisoft announced the “X-
Games Hack Pack” for Steep, its new 2016 video game for the Oculus Rift head mounted display and
the PlayStation VR.Validation of the refined The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale
as a cognitive measure. The purpose of this study is to validate the refined The Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CSDD) for use as a cognitive measure, using a real-world
cognitive measure. The Rasch unidimensional Cognitive Scales (UCS) were administered to 541
women who were participants in a multi-centre randomized controlled trial of a Healthy Lifestyle
Programme. We computed differential item functioning (DIF) statistics for all 15 UCS items to
compare the fit of a uniform model and a differential model where threshold parameters varied by
cognitive domain. Maximum likelihood estimation was used to assess the fit of the refined CSDD as
well as other self-report measures in relation to the UCS. DIF statistics showed that the refined
CSDD and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale items were appropriate for the UCS in the
condition where threshold parameters varied by cognitive domain, but not in the condition where
parameters were uniform. We found correlations of 0.34-0.67 between the refined CSDD and other
self-report measures on the UCS. The refined CSDD is a psychometrically sound cognitive measure.
However, the CSDD, the Anxiety and Depression subscale of the CES-D, and the Beck Depression
Inventory, when used as a cognitive measure, need to be treated with caution because they lack DIF
and differential item functioning statistics.The UK is gearing up to introduce a mandatory data
breach reporting scheme that will give consumers more control over their personal data and
eventually hold those accountable for cyber-attacks. As mentioned in the last post, the UK
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is developing a mandatory reporting scheme that will
gather data on cyber-attacks, which will act as a “transparency report” for individual firms. The first
attempt to introduce a data breach reporting scheme was rejected by the House of Lords in January,
after various lobbying efforts from the affected British firms were unfruitful. This time, when the
data breach law comes into effect in 2018, two laws will be in place and, most likely, Britain will be
the first country in the world that has mandatory data breach reporting requirements. The proposed
legislation will require members
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